
Heaton Mersey Cyprus Cricket 2009 

 
The squad 

 

Jordan Barnett (captain) 

Tom Laverty 

Alex Ford 

James Lardner 

Edward Reynolds 

Joe Lee (wkt) 

Sam Johnson 

Matt Bailey 

Jack Humpage 

Dan Benson (wkt) 

Dipan Shah 

Ali Cox 

Jonny Hill 

 

Tim Humpage -coach 

Adam Catlow – coach 

Kev Hill – umpire/scorer 

Steve Johnson – umpire 

Andy Lee - umpire 

 

 

Tuesday 7
th

 April 2009 

 

We all head for Manchester airport, 18 months of planning over. The boys and 

coaches sporting their new tour T-shirts supplied by ssssports.co.uk. We quickly 

realised what a great idea they were when I leave my phone in the taxi and the driver 

(my father-in-law) spots James Lardner in his t-shirt and hands the phone over, not 

the best start. 

 

As we board our plane Andy Lee (Joe’s dad) is seen in deep conversation with the 

flight attendants, what going on? Looks like there a change of heart as Andy and Joe 

are led back to the front of the plane towards the exit. No wait a minute they are being 

seated in 1
st
 class. This stroke of luck would continue throughout the coming days! 

 

After 5 hours in the air we land and board our coach, not long now only 40 minutes to 

our destination. We sort out the apartments in reception and once in possession of the 

keys Dominic Reynolds and Steve Johnson along with Ed and Sam quickly take up 

the offer of a trip on a large golf buggy to their apartment, must be a big complex. 20 

yards later they disembark at their room. Lazy buggers!!! 

 

Jack and I decided to locate a 24 hour supermarket to stock up on milk and bread. We 

bump into Dom, Steve, Ed, Sam and The Cat who all have the same idea. A few beers 

later we find our supplies and head back to bed! 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 8
th

 April 2009 

 

Fling open the shutter doors to be greeted with a Manchester skyline, grey and 

gloomy. This wasn’t in the plan but it’s not long before the sun burst through and the 

troops head for the pool. The boy’s are soon jumping in and then very quickly out of 

the freezing outdoor pool as one of them has located the heated indoor pool. These 

boys are spoilt.  

 

Just before lunch we set up our stumps and start educating the locals in the art of 

cricket. Whilst waiting for my turn to bat Kevin Hill points out a very large and very 

dark cloud which is out at sea but heading towards us at a rate of knots. Stumps are up 

rooted and we are all running for cover. Is this Pathos or Mersey? The break comes 

just at the right time for us to sample to delights of the complex’s poolside bar. Within 

an hour the adults are sleeping off the local refreshments and the boys are back in the 

indoor pool. 

 

Later that evening we see our first accident/injury. The majority of the group made 

the short stroll along the coast into Pathos harbour for the evening’s entertainment. 

The wine was flowing (and soft drinks for the kids) and the food was served. Next 

thing I look over to see Jack (luckily) choking on his dinner. I leap up run round and 

start the normal techniques of back slapping, my first slap sees Jacks nose make 

contact with the table (oops maybe to hard) nothing happens he’s still choking. 

Without wanting to damage his nose any further the old fingers in his throat works a 

treat, out is pops. Panic over. 

 

A quick trip back in a cab for the second half of Chelsea v Liverpool. Well most of us 

got a cab; this is where the 1
st
 class treatment continued for the Lee’s with the 

Barnett’s fortunate enough to share the spoils. Whilst waiting for their cab a stretch 

limo complete with head rest TV’s pulls up, yes you guessed it it’s a taxi!!!  

 

After an entertaining evening for most (sorry Kev) its time for a night cap and off to 

bed.  

 

 

Thursday 9
th

 April 2009 

 

Another fine day spent lazing around the pool. The boys still not interested in the 

outdoor pool as they have the indoor pool for comfort , or is there another reason why 

they are all keen to strut around inside?? The morning flies by soaking up the sun and 

soon its time for lunch and a cheeky half!!  

 

 

 

 

 



 

After lunch we head off for some much need fielding practice to get these soft boys 

used to playing with a hard cricket ball again. As the session draws to a close we have 

a quick team meeting where it’s decided that we would elect a tour captain. I hatch a 

plan and ask each of the boys to come to me during the afternoon and evening and 

nominate the player they think should be captain.  

 

We all head back to the pool(s) to continue enjoying the sun. The boys, you guessed it 

head back indoors away from the sun and this gives the adults some much welcomed 

quiet time.  

 

A quiet night in was needed before the first game, unfortunately we were on tour and 

that was not going to happen. Quick change and back out for a spot of dinner and 

another couple of glasses of the local brew. 

 

Once food was out of the way it was off to the local Tramps bar to watch the mighty 

blues in action away at Hamburg. I get to the bar fashionably late to find the score 1-

1, nothing to worry about we are away from home and have a goal. I grab a pint and 

settle down to watch as yet again my team falls apart in front of my eyes. The 

consolation was I wasn’t alone in my disgust, the Johnson’s, the Lee’s, the Barnett’s 

and Tom Laverty were equalled bemused by the display. Luckily we were on tour and 

the match was soon forgotten and we headed back to the pool bar at the apartment for 

the high class evening entertainment!!!!!   

 

  

Friday 10
th

 April 2009 

 

Dipan was up early hoping to catch the coaches’ eye (pardon the pun) and prove his 

fitness ahead of the game. Whilst still sporting his PJ’s Dipan tries his helmet on over 

his stitches and passes with flying colours.  

 

On the coach all the boys are buzzing with excitement, who’s playing, who’s batting, 

and who’s bowling and even more importantly whose the captain. Time to stop the 

guessing games, team is announced and batting order set. Votes are in time to put the 

players out of their misery; Jordan Barnett was to be the captain for all 3 matches. 

 

Next stop was the local Deli for the days supply’s and then off to the game. 

 

We travel a shortish distance to the ground at the military base at Limassol, as we 

make our way along the narrowly hill top roads the grounds appears to our right at the 

bottom of the valley. It looks fantastic. We are greeted at pitch side by Huw the coach 

in charge of the Cyprus select XI and our lads can’t wait to inspect the pitch. The 

surroundings and pitch are fantastic, not quite Stockport Georgians away!!!   

 

Jordan wins the toss and elects to have a bat. This should be very interesting as I am 

sure none of our players had played on a concrete track before with outfield long 

enough to hide in. We are informed the outfield is long to stop the short grass burning 

in the sun. 

 

 



 

 

Wickets fall at regular intervals as the Cyprus team bowl a straight line. We soon 

realise that the pitch lacks any real bounce and a few of the boys are done by the low 

bounce(s)!!! . We drag ourselves to a respectable 97 in 30 over’s with only 3 

boundaries hit. The top scorers being Alex Ford, Dan Benson and Jack Humpage. 

 

After much needed liquid was taken on by the boys it was time to field. The boys 

stuck to the task in hand and bowled out Cyprus for 56 in 28 over’s. Matt Bailey and 

Ali Cox both claimed 2 wickets and were impressively supported by all the others.  

 

A great way to get the tour up and running on the field of play, an all round excellent 

display with plenty to think about ahead of the next game. The most impressive aspect 

during the game was the team spirit and that fact the boys played as a team whilst 

batting and bowling. Well done boys. 

 

Only 1 way to celebrate a win…….yep that’s right back to the apartments and a much 

needed winning drink at the pool bar (adults only).  

 

As the evening ticked by the entertainment came to life. Firstly we were treated by 3 

un-named dads performing the “birdie song” with a scantily clad female Dutch 

children’s entertainer (I think), oh and some kid’s. This was only topped by what can 

be only described as a great display of batting by The Cat!!!! What goes on tour stays 

on tour I think the phrase goes. I am sure over a pint at the club Adam will divulge 

more. 

 

 

Saturday 11
th

 April 2009 

 

Early start as we head for our 2
nd

 game in 2 days. A couple  of the mums volunteer to 

look after a younger siblings and stay by the pool in the sunshine ,enjoy the peace and 

quiet and share a bottle of wine, what a sacrifice.  

 

Cyprus win the toss and elect to field. Have the boys learnt their lessons from the first 

game? First ball tells me nothing as the unfortunate Tom Laverty gets a full bunger, 

has a swipe and lobs it straight to short third man. At least it didn’t keep low. The new 

umpire keeps his arms down and off trudges Tom. The batting does improve and the 

lads are showing signs of stickability. At 43 for 6 Alex Ford strides out and joins Dan 

Benson. They put on 72 runs before we finish on 115 for 6. 

 

In reply Cyprus steadily and carefully edged their score to 52 for 9 off their 24 overs. 

Once again the boys show tremendous spirit fielding and bowling in ever increasing 

heat. Jonny Hill claimed 3 wickets, Jordan Barnett and Tom Laverty 2 apiece and Ed 

Reynolds struck at the end. A special mention to both keepers Joe Lee and Dan 

Benson who shared the keeping and both enjoyed success in the games. 

 

With the series clinched we headed back to the apartments for yet again a well 

deserved drink and dip in the pool. Quick change and back out for the evenings 

entertainment, could tonight be any better than last night Cat???  

 



The local “double act” of Boris and his Dutch assistant had laid on a treat tonight. 

First we witnessed a man lying on a bed of nails (possibly plastic) ooooh , followed 

by a man standing on glass (stunt glass) oooooooh and finally a man spitting white 

spirits all over the crowd and breathing fire at the same time, oooooooooooooh. A 

happy man I headed for my bed. 

 

 

Sunday 12
th

 April 2009  

 

A day of rest before the final fixture. Some headed for the sun loungers and others for 

the gym!!! But most surprising was Dominic Reynolds choice of activity. He elected 

to go for a light jog with The Cat. It has to be said that Adam must weigh half Dom’s 

weight and be at least 20 years younger , but not fazed Dom pulled on his baggy 

short(pre 1968) and slipped into his pumps and off they set along the sea front and out 

of view. A quick check of fellow sunbathers and I soon realised Dom may be safe, we 

found a physio, doctor, paramedic, a councillor and best of all an undertaker.  

 

What could go wrong? “Tim” went the gentle voice from behind where I lay, that’s 

Ed’s voice, he must be wondering how long his dad wad going to be. I turn round to 

see Ed covered in blood from nose to toe. Oh my god, “I think I’ve cut my nose” Ed 

explains, that was an understatement. After a quick clean up it turns out to have been 

a clash of heads in the indoor pool and nothing more. With the tour accident book 

finally closed I raced off to capture on video the returning joggers, I say joggers; 

Adam was strolling next to an increasing heavy breathing Dom. 

 

Gluten for punishment the Blues on the tour headed back to Tramps bar to watch the 

game. A stroll in the park before our return leg in Europe. Sorry this is City, 

hammered by Fulham at home. Not to worry, nothing a nice meal and a beer or two 

wouldn’t sort out. 

 

The evening could not get any worse. That was until we headed back to the bar at the 

apartments. Tonight’s entertainment was going to be Exotic Parrots; I had hoped I’d 

misread the sign!! , but no Parrots it was. Playing basketball, riding bikes it goes on 

and on and on. To try and explain would not do it any justice, priceless.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Monday 13
th

 April 2009  

 

The final game of our tour saw us mix up our team and the Cyprus team. This resulted 

in fun and a competitive game and the Mersey coaches going head to head. 

 

The Catlow Cougars take on the Humpage Hurricanes. The Hurricanes bat first; well 

at least they went and stood in the middle with pads on for a while. We were ripped 

apart by some electric bowling. The Hurricanes were eventually bowled out for a 

miserly 49 off 24 over’s. The Cougars coach was a happy man. After the break an 

early break through which brought Joe Lee to the wicket to join Jack “the rock” 



Humpage. Both Jack and Joe made it clear that they weren’t going to throw their 

wickets away. Finally The Hurricanes removed Joe and Jack was retired by his coach 

(still not speaking). Wickets started to tumble and the game was still alive. That was 

until James Lardner who clearly had promised his dad an early beer smashed the ball 

to all parts and was quickly retired for an aggressive 26. With the game out of reach 

The Hurricanes introduced a secret weapon, Ollie Benson (8 years) who promptly 

took wickets with his first and second balls. This left Matt Bailey stranded without a 

partner. 

 

It has to be said that this game was played in excellent spirits with both sets of players 

getting involved and interacting with one another. Well done boys. 

 

The final evening saw the whole tour party dining together at a traditional Cypriot 

evening. The food never stopped coming and the endless supply of wine went down a 

treat. The local dancers entertained and the younger members of the party joined them 

on stage.  

 

An excellent way to end the tour. 

  

Tuesday 14
th

 April 2009  

 

5am alarm and a long day ahead. Keys are handed in and bar tabs settled. The coach 

unsurprisingly is quiet as we head back to the airport. Quick check that we have got 

everything, no-one left anything behind. No? off we go then. A smooth flight home 

and emotional farewells in Manchester!! We all head off home for a nice cup of tea 

and the realisation that we have left the tour camera on tour……….. 

 

A big thank you to all the parents who helped make this tour possible, thank you to 

Burleigh Travel and their representative, Demetris who was our contact in Cyprus and 

president of the Cyprus Cricket Board, thank you to Cherry Klein the secretary of 

Cyprus Cricket and coach , thank you to Huw the Cyprus Under 13 coach. The 

biggest thank you goes to the players as each one of them was a star both on and off 

the field. You were all a pleasure to be with and hopefully we can do it again in 

2011…….. 

 

 


